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Concerns in feminist criticism. Though there are many ideas that can be considered while discussing feminist theories. The most common of them are as described below. Critics considered the way novelists discriminate and marginalize the women characters. Many authors supporting feminism have written books on feminist criticism. Feminist criticism takes the feminism and the feminism theories as a base to criticise the literature of old and modern times. It's focused on addressing the issues regarding the place and consideration of women in social, political, psychological and economic aspects of human life. Started in the late 1700s, the feminist criticism has been developed in three waves as discussed in this article. Sarah Vander Woude Feminist Criticism of Veronica Mars

In 2004, Veronica Mars premiered on UPN receiving low ratings but high critical acclaim. Joss Whedon, creator of hit shows Buffy the Vampire Slayer and Angel, called it the “Best. Show. Ever.”

Novelist Stephen King described the show as “Nancy Drew meets Philip Marlowe, and the result is pure nitro. Why is Veronica Mars so good? It bears little resemblance to life as I know it, but I can't take my eyes off the damn thing.”

In 2005, Veronica Mars won the American Film Institute award for “Television Program of the Year.”

By the end of 42 History of Feminist Criticism Feminism in 1960s and 1970s Feminist critics began to examine the traditional literary canon. Asserted that the males who created and gained prominence in canon assumed all readers were male. Most university professors were males. Women reading such works were trained to read as if they were males. 43 History of Feminist Criticism Feminism in 1960s and 1970s Feminist critics began to examine the traditional literary canon. Brought about existence of a female reader who was affronted by the male prejudices abounding in the canon. Brought about questions concerning